The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) generates comprehensive genomic data for thousands of patients over more than 20 cancer types. TCGA data are typically whole-genome measurements of multiple genomic features, such as DNA copy numbers, DNA methylation, and gene expression, providing unique opportunities for investigating cancer mechanism from multiple molecular and regulatory layers. We propose a Bayesian graphical model to systemically integrate multi-platform TCGA data for inference of the interactions between different genomic features either within a gene or between multiple genes. The presence or absence of edges in the graph indicates the presence or absence of conditional dependence between genomic features. The inference is restricted to genes within a known biological network, but can be extended to any sets of genes. Applying the model to the same genes using patient samples in two different cancer types, we identify network components that are common as well as different between cancer types. The examples and codes are available at https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/yxu/software.html.
Introduction
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 1,2 records multilayer genomic measurements on thousands of patient samples from more than 20 types of cancer. The genomic features recorded by TCGA include gene expression (GE), protein expression (PE), DNA methylation (ME), gene copy number (CN), and more. Such a wealth of information enables the study of interaction networks of these features for a systematic investigation of molecular compositions and dynamics of cancer. Integration of cross-platform genomics data provides opportunities on learning the complex relationships in the biological system among different features.
Identifying the genomic interaction networks and understanding their behaviors in cancer conditions are critical to the elucidation of the molecular mechanisms of cancer, identification of cancer genes and pathways, [3] [4] [5] and discovery of network-based biomarkers that improve cancer diagnosis and prognosis. 6, 7 TCGA provides unique opportunities for cancer genomics research. Specifically, it allows scientists to access measurements of different genomic and epigenetic features for matched patient samples. Consequently, a core challenge is to develop effective tools that integrate the multi-platform data and systematically screen the analysis results in hopes of novel discoveries that would not have been available by only looking at data from a single feature.
Some efforts have been directed to the integration of multi-platform genomic data. Many analyses mainly focus on pairwise integration of data generated by different platforms, for example, between DNA CN and GE or between DNA ME and GE. Waaijenborg et al. 8 proposed a penalized canonical correlation analysis to study genome-wide association between DNA CN and GE. Menezes et al. 9 modeled the relationship of DNA CN and GE by a linear model based on a modified correlation coefficient and an explorative Wilcoxon test. Choi et al. 10 described a Bayesian double-layered mixture model that directly modeled the stochastic nature of CN variation and identified abnormally expressed genes because of aberrant CN change. Etcheverry et al. 11 investigated the effect of ME on GE in glioblastoma and identified 13 genes that display an inverse correlation Characterizing Cancer-Specific Networks by Integrating TCGA Data between ME and mRNA expression using Pearson's correlation coefficient. More sophisticated methods have been designed to integrate more than two types of genomic data. Shen et al. 12 developed a clustering method to integrate heterogeneous genomic data for identifying tumor subtypes. Li et al. 13 introduced a sparse multiblock partial least squares regression method to analyze multi-platform genomic data for identifying regulatory modules containing regulatory factors from different regulation layers that are likely to jointly regulate GE. They applied the method on TCGA ovarian cancer datasets and showed that DNA CN, DNA ME, and miRNA can have a coupled impact on the expression of important oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes.
14 Another attempt by Setty et al. 15 used regularized regression via a lasso constraint 16 to study GE regulation by miRNA, DNA ME, and DNA CN based on TCGA glioblastoma data.
We propose a Bayesian graphical model that imposes a probability distribution on the unknown networks and applies an autologistic prior to learning the dependence structure between genomic features. In the graph, nodes represent features (different assay platforms) of genes, and edges indicate the conditional dependence between the features. Through probabilistic and model-based inference, we formalize a framework that integrates multi-platform TCGA data and investigate relationship of different features within and between genes. The Bayesian graphical model provides full probabilistic inferences allowing for automatic adjustment of multiplicity and false discovery rate (FDR) assessment on the network, its subnetworks, and any edges in the network. In the next section, we give a brief overview of the breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA) data and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC) data from TCGA, to which we apply our integration analysis. In Methods section, we introduce the proposed Bayesian graphical model along with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation details. Simulation study section presents several simulation studies to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. In Results section, we report results based on the analyses of TCGA BRCA data and HNSC data. We conclude with a discussion in Discussion and Conclusion section.
brcA and HNsc data
TCGA has collected over 1,000 cases of BRCA and 500 cases of HNSC. We downloaded level 3 TCGA data for analysis. These samples were measured for GE, DNA CN, DNA ME, or PE, although only a portion of them possess all four measurements. GE data were generated using Illumina HiSeq 2000 RNA sequencing platform. DNA CNs were produced using Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 platform and SNP array and Illumina HiSeq 2000 DNA sequencing platform. DNA ME data were generated using Illumina Infinium Human DNA ME 27 and 450 beadchips. PE was produced using reverse-phase protein arrays. GEs, CNs, and MEs are whole-genome measurements, including data of more than 20,000 genes. For DNA ME data, we computed the average ME value of the CpG sites that were within 1,500 nucleotide base pairs of transcription start site and were in DNase hypersensitive region. PE data generated by reverse-phase protein array measured protein abundances of about 150 important and cancer-related genes. 17 proposed the idea to describe the probability of GE data. This model is called the probability of expression model. In other words, we assume a mixture model with uniform, normal, and uniform components corresponding to under-, regular, and overexpression respectively, given by
Methods
where
To set up upcoming graphical models, we subsequently convert the trinary variable c ij to a binary variable z ij with p(c ij |z ij = 0) = δ -1 (c ij ), and
Graphical model. We use a graph to characterize the dependence structure across different features. Denote the graph by G = {V, E} where V = {1,…, P} represents the set of P nodes standing for P features, E is a set of undirected edges {u,w}, u,w ∈ V. A graph G can be used to describe the conditional independence structure of a set of variables indexed by V, for example, the binary indicators {z ij , j ∈ V} in the case of our application. The absence of an edge {u,w} indicates conditional independence of z iu and z iw given the remaining variables z ik , k ≠ u, k ≠ w. Any joint probability model p(z i1 ,…, z iP ) that respects the dependence structure G with up to second-order interactions can be written as 18 :
Coefficients β uw are nonzero only when the corresponding edge is included in the graph. Model (2) is known as the autologistic model. For better mixing of the posterior simulation and simplicity of prior setup, Caragea and Kaiser, 19 Hughes et al. 20 , and Mitra et al. 21 proposed an alternative MCMC scheme called centered parameterization. The centered version is used in the form of
where h u = exp(β u )/{1 + exp(β u )}. The sign of β uw has an intuitively appealing interpretation. We can show that β uw is the log odds ratio of z u and z w through simple algebra, where
That is, a positive β value implies a positive interaction between the two nodes.
We introduce the priors p(θ), p(β | G), and p(G) next. Let Ga(a,b) denote a gamma distribution with mean a/b. We assume conditionally conjugate priors
Ga
Ga Ga Finally, we define a model p(G) by constructing an informative prior. Let G 0 = (V, E 0 ) be a prior guess of the dependence structure. For example, if there exist mRNA expression and CNV in a single network, we could connect edges between E and C, since CNV is biologically known to be positively related to mRNA expression. Then, the prior of G is based on the number of changes to G 0 by assuming
. This prior setting imposes less weight on graphs that are more distant from G 0 , and the weight decreases exponentially when d increases. Mitra et al. 21 discussed the convergence property of the proposed network model. We set ρ = 0.8 after careful calibration. Figure 1 shows the graphical model representation of the proposed network model.
McMc simulations. We carry out posterior inference for model (4) using MCMC simulations. Each iteration of the MCMC scheme includes the following transition probabilities,
We start by generating Z ij from its complete conditional posterior. Following the update of z, we generate values for c from complete conditional posterior p(c | π, z). If z ij = 0, the update is deterministic, c ij = -1. If z ij = 1, the update requires a Bernoulli draw for c ij = 0 versus c ij = 1. The update of parameter θ is straightforward. Resampling G and the regression coefficients β could be challenging in large graphs, essentially because of the difficult evaluation of the normalization constant p(0 | β, G) in (3). 21 For small graphs, which means that the number P of features in one single network is smaller than 12, we calculate the normalization constant p(0 | β, G) directly since p(G) is only supported over 2 P possible graphs, making 21 to approximate the ratio of the normalizing constants required for the evaluation of acceptance probabilities in the Metropolis-Hastings steps to update β and G.
Fdr for edge inclusion. Statistically, owing to our fully model-based inference using posterior probabilities, we can easily assess the noise associated with the genomic data. This is a major advantage of our proposed Bayesian modeling approach over other algorithm-driven methods. Adopting the methods introduced by Newton et al. 23 and Müller et al. 14 , we compute the FDR for a given cutoff β 0 , given by 
simulation study
To evaluate the proposed model, we examined the performance of our model with three simulated data sets, each with N = 300 samples and P = 4,5,6 features, respectively. For each of the three simulations, a simulation truth G was first generated. For each pair of nodes {u,w}, we included the edge with a probability 0.5. For each imputed edge {u,w}, we generated values of β uw from N(µ 1 , 0. We implemented our model to compute the posterior summaries for each simulated data set. The posterior estimates were obtained by MCMC posterior simulation with 20,000 iterations, of which 6,000 are burn-in thinned by 10. This left us 1,400 posterior samplers. The computations were completed in less than 30 seconds on a MacBook Pro with 3 GHz Intel Core i7. We calculated the posterior inclusion probability q uw for each possible edge {u,w} that is connected in the graph, which is defined as
substituting the edge set E of the imputed graph for each iteration of the MCMC. We then estimated the posterior graph G  using the FDR control based on the criterion {q uw . q 0 }. The threshold q 0 was chosen such that the posterior expected FDR was smaller than 0.1. We also reported parameter estimates β β = E X ( ) | denoting the posterior mean for the autologistic coefficients. 
results
We implemented the proposed Bayesian graphical model and performed integrative inference based on BRCA and HNSC data described in BRCA and HNSC data section. We aim to discover the unknown dependence structure among different genomic features. The inference was obtained using the MCMC posterior simulation. The Markov chain included 20,000 iterations with 6,000 burn-in thinned by 10. The chain converged and mixed well. Three examples are showed in this section.
Multiple-genes network analysis. Transcription is an important genetic process in which DNA is transcribed to RNA. Perturbation of transcription may affect GE, and hence the subsequent protein production, leading to pathological states. Using the measurements of GE, CN and ME, one can learn the potential regulations within and between genes.
We chose two famous pathways including the MTOR signaling pathway and the p53 signaling pathway to show the posterior inference.
We selected measurements of GE, CN, and ME of three genes PTEN, INS, and MAPK in MTOR signaling pathway in BRCA data. So, the graph has nine nodes. Figure 3 shows the posterior estimated network. Edge colors black and red represent positive and negative relationships, respectively. The numbers next to edges stand for the posterior mean of autologistic coefficient β uw . We find for gene PTEN, GE is positively related to CN and negatively related to ME, which is consistent with the biology finding that usually CN is positively related to GE while DNA ME is negatively related to GE. Similarly, GE and CN have positive relationship within gene MAPK3. In addition, given CN and GE of gene MAPK3, ME and GE of gene INS are conditionally independent with all other features. For p53 signaling pathway, we chose features GE, CN, and ME of genes ATM, TP53, and features GE, CN of TSC2. Thus, our network has eight nodes. Figure 4 shows the posterior estimated network. Within one single gene, we can observe that CN is positively related to GE, while ME is negatively related to GE, which agrees with known biology knowledge. There is no edge between features of gene TSC2 and features of other two genes TP53 and ATM, indicating that TSC2 functions independently with TP53 and ATM.
cancer-specific network analysis. A main goal of the proposed network model is to learn the cancer-specific networks so that the constructed networks can be used for the identification of different cancer types.
We selected two features GE and PE of four genes MTOR, IRS1, PTEN, and AKT1 in two different cancer types -BRCA and HNSC. All four genes function in MTOR signaling pathway. Figure 5 plots the posterior estimated graph. Comparing Figure 5A and B, we observe similarities and differences. In both cancer types, PE of gene MTOR is actively connected to other features. However, in BRCA, GE of MTOR does not have an edge with any other features, while in HNSC, GE of MTOR has an edge with four other features. Three of them are negative relationships. We observed edges consistent with existing understanding about the pathway. For example, PE of MTOR has a positive edge with PE of AKT1 in BRCA, which is consistent with the fact that MTOR is an activator of AKT1. Also, in HNSC, PE of PTEN has a negative edge with PE of AKT1 showing the effect of PTEN as an indirect repressor of AKT1 through PIP3 and PDK1. However, this edge becomes positive in BRCA condition indicating perturbations to MTOR signaling pathway in breast cancer. Comparing the topologies between two networks in different cancer types will be an interesting future direction.
discussion and conclusion
To study dependence structure of different genomic features within genes and between genes, we propose a Bayesian graphical model. The inferred graph gives a clear representation of the regulatory relationships. For example, GE of MTOR is positively related to PE of MTOR, but negatively related to PEs of AKT1, PTEN, and IRS1 in MTOR signaling pathway in HNSC. Our model can be easily applied to more features to learn the regulation relationship between features of different genes. For example, gene A could be a transcription factor for gene B if we detect a strong relationship between PE of gene A and mRNA expression of gene B. The proposed graphical model can well integrate multimodal genomic data from TCGA, including GE, PE, DNA ME, and gene CN, as shown in the analyses. It can also work on miRNA expression data, and we will extend the model to integrate DNA mutation data. In addition, we plan to implement the module linking the network topology with patient survival as a future extension. We are making a comprehensive list of these relationships using the entire TCGA data, expanding the effort to include more cancer types and more features such as microRNA and transcription factor. It is important to note that some interactions (such as CN-ME interactions) computationally derived by our proposed model might not be physical interactions, but could be indirect interactions through potentially multiple signaling steps that are not included in the current analysis. Confounding factors not included in analysis model can also contribute to the identified interactions. Nonetheless, we believe that the Bayesian graphical model will benefit researchers in different areas because of its rigor in statistical modeling for inferring interaction networks based on TCGA data. 
